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Vlanguard Inc )strial Corporation-Reconsideration

DIGEST:

A bid that failed to price three first
artiole-related requirements as mandated
by the IFn properly was rejected, since
the flovernnent's acceptance of the, bid
would not legally obligate the firn to
neet those requirermients,
Vanguard Industrial Corporation requests that

we reconsirier our decision 1-204455, January 6, 1902,

that denied the firm's protest against
R2-1 CPD the rejection of its bid As nonronponsive under invitation for bids (1Ff) PAABO7-Rl-B-1088, issued by the
Department of the Arny for night vision sight cases,
Wle affirn our decision,

The TFE

required that a bidder enter either a

price, "14" if riot applicable, or "1IIP" if not separately priced, in the space provided for each of four
first article-related itenss the firnt aiticle itself,

a first article, test plan, testing, and a test report,
Bidders wfore cautioned that the failure to follow
this instruction would render a bid nonrensFonsive.
Vanguard bid $714 to furnish the first article, hut

left the other three spaces blank, and the bid therefore was rejected.

Vanguard ansnrted that simply by innerting a price
to furnish the first article item and bt signing the
bid, the firn comnmittedl itself to all first articlerelated requirements. Vanquard also copplained that

it did not price the test plan, testing, and test

report according to oral instructions from an unidentified individual at the contracting activity.
W-e denied the protent because we could not conclude t:hat the Governioent's acceptance of a hid that
priced only the first article unit itself would legally
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obligate the contractor to furnish a first article test
plant perform the testing, and furnish a test report all
for the price of the first article unit, W-e pointed out
that there was nothing else in the bidding documents that
expressed a clear and unequivocal agreement:-to do more
than supply the first article item,
Ionetheless, we did
recommend to the Secretary of the Army that the agency
either solicit a single hid price for all the first
article-related requirements, or include a clause in its
solicitations providing that if only the first article
is priced the contractor will he committed to the related
requirements at no additional cost to the Government. Also,

because the Army contracting personnel denied havinj orally
instructed Vanguard on how to prepare its bid, we found
that the firm failed to neet its burden of proof in that
respect,
...
In requesting reconsideration, Vanguard suggests

that because the Irn clearly required a contractor subjeot to the first article requirenent to furnish a plan,
test the article, and submit a report, a bidder signing
the bid committed itself to meeting all those requirenents. On that basis, Vanguard argtues that the bidding
documents, when signed by the bidder, in fact express
the bidder's clear and unequivocal agreement to do more
than furnish the first article itself. IWe do not agree.
The ordinary rules 'of offer and acceptanqe provide
the foundation for Government contract formation procedures. Thus, an IFD is a request for an offer, the bid
is the offer, and the Government's award is the acceptance, To be responsive, the offer must, among other
things, promise to deliver exactly what was called for
in the IFBD
J. Baranello and Sons, 58 Comp. Gen. 509
(1979), 79-1 CPD 322. W1here a bidder does not enter a
bid price on an item for which a price is expressly requested, there is no offer for the Government to accept
and thereby legally bind the firm to furnish the item.
See 52 Cornp. Gen. 604, 607 (1973). (This case also recogiTzed the narrow exception to the rule that a failure to
price an item nay not be correctoe co make the bid responsive, as we permitted correction of an obvious omission
which was evident by a Pattern of uniforn pricing established in the bid documents for the same item.) It is
not relevant that the firm may have intended, by signing
the bid, to furnish the item not bid, since the bid itself
must evidence the bidder's offer expressly, so that acceptance will legally obligate the bidLer to furnish the item.
See G.E. WebbI, 1-204436, September 21, 1981, 81-2 CPD 234.
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The Army's invitation expressly required a price for
each first article-related requirement in issue, Vanguard
offered a first article for $714. The IFfl also required
that the bidder enter a price to prepare a test plan, test
the article, and report the results, Since Vanguard did
not price those first article-related requirements, the
Government's acceptance of the firm's bid would not legally
obligate Vanguard to meet them, Therefore, Vanguard's
failure in that respect rendered the bid nonresponsive,
52 Conp, Gun,, supra,
Vanguard also reiterates its contention that it wlas
orally instructed to prepare its hid as it did. The only
evidence on this matter, however, is Vanguard's telephone
bill which shows that the firm made a series of telephone
calls to the contracting activity, and which Vanguard
fprnished with its protest, As we stated in our prior
decision, in view of the Army's denial that Vanguard was
instructed as alleged, the firm has not net its burden of

proof,

In any event, even if we accept Vanguard's assertion
as to the substance of the telephone conversations, the
IFB expressly nandated an entry--a price, "ti" or '!"Ip"-for each of the four first article-related itens, and
warned that a failure to follow that instruction vwouild
render the bid nonresponsive. The IFB also cautioned
that oral explanations or instructions will n t bh
binding. Under the circumstances vie think it unreasonable for Vanguard, in preparing its hid, to have relied
on oral advice that was in direct conflict with the
explicit instruction in the solicitation. See Meshaniny
Valley Information Processinc, Inc., 3-194286.2, Septenber 14, 1979, 79-2 CP) 199.
We affirm our prior decision.
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